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HEROQUEST

Copyright 1992 by Stephen R. Marsh

Preface, Legalese, Etc.

	The following is my outline for the 
1993 Draft rules for Heroquest.  It puts 
everything together that I've put together in the 
past.  Permission to copy for personal 
non-profit use is extended to June 15, 1993 
under the same terms and conditions as the 
1992 Draft rules and as long as the proper 
copyright notice is incorporated in the copy.  

BASIC OUTLINE WITH NOTES 

I. What is a Heroquest?

	A.Introduction

	B. The Basic Concepts

	<This section was printed in a 
condensed form in issue #7 of Tales of the 
Reaching Moon>

	   1.  The Tale
	   2.  The Parts
	   3.   The likable (or admirable) hero
	   4.   The difficulty (problem or goal)
	   5.   The beginning of the quest
	        A. The Call to Adventure
	        B. Preparation of the Hero
	   6.   The journey/travel
	   7.   The initial confrontations
	        A. The three conflicts/tests/trials
	        B. Forms of conflict
	            riddles, scavenger hunts,
	            gambles, trades, fights, etc.
	   8.   The major confrontation
	   9.   Aftermath
	   10.  The Return Home/Story's End
	   11.  Resolution
	   12.  Happily Ever After . . .


	I find that there are two very good 
sources for sample heroquests.  The first is 
rituals and the second is myths.

	Every ritual is a heroquest.  The feast of 
the spear, celebrated by certain sylphs, 
recreates the story of Orlanth's spear.  While 
the mundane ritual is simple, it reprises 
elements of the quest.  Every ritual can thus be 
extrapolated out to form a quest with similar 
stages and elements.

	Myths are interrelated and woven into 
all rituals.  The reverse is also true, every myth 
contains the seeds or patterns for a ritual.  

	I assume, for play purposes, that every 
story that has made it into the fabric of myth 
has created its own echo on the hero plane.  I 
then create a heroquest from the elements of 
the story or myth.

First, the Tale

	The first step in creating a heroquest is 
to choose the story or tale that reflects the 
myth.  There should be a simple form that is 
the common story.  There should then be an 
intricate variation that is the version known by 
the illuminati or those with the gnosis.  (In 
varying degrees of completeness, this version 
will be known from everyone from lay 
members to inner circle runemasters).  Finally, 
there is the flip side of the story known to 
enemies.  (Imagine the story of Jack the Giant 
Killer as told by a Giant).

Second, the Organization

All quests are organized into generic parts. 
The likable (or admirable) hero.  <Why and 
who is being followed by taking this quest.>
	This tells us who the quest is for.  In 
defining
	the hero we decide who can participate, 
who the
	quest is open to, and what the quest is.

The difficulty (or problem or goal).  <Why the 
quest was undertaken in the first place and why 
anyone should undertake the quest now.>
	This defines what the quest can 
accomplish.
	It also defines the danger level of the 
quest
	the results of failure or success and the 
loss
	that can be expected regardless of 
outcome.

The beginning of the quest.  <Where and how 
in the mundane world the quest is begun and 
where and how the quest fits into the mythic 
world.>
	This is found from how the story begins 
and it
	defines the preparations necessary for 
the quester,
	the mundane activities associated with 
the quest,
	and how the characters will enter the 
mythic levels
	and begin to interact with the 
heroplane.

The journey/travel.  <The beginning of the 
quest and acclimation to the mythic realm.>
	All quests have an element of travel in 
them.
	This part of the quest also defines 
where the quest
	takes place, both physically and in 
mythic
	terms.  (e.g.  this quest takes place in 
Prax,
	the character spends most of her time in 
the
	normal world with some interaction 
with the
	creatures of the hero plane).

The initial confrontations.  <Including the 
threshold guardians, if any, and the tests that 
prove the hero worthy to undertake the quest.>
	These conflicts set up the major 
conflict and
	give color to the quest.  They may be 
riddles,
	scavenger hunt items, combats or sight 
seeing
	tours.

The major confrontation.  <This is the defining 
moment for the hero and is shaped by the rune 
affiliated with the quest.>
	This is the major fight, gamble, trade, 
or other
	encounter.  It is often broken up into 
three
	segments.

Aftermath  <Often the proving of the virtue of 
the hero now that his or her power has been 
proven.>
	This includes subsequent and misc. 
encounters.
	This also may include fleeing with the 
reward.

The story's end/the return home  <Often linked 
to choices made in the aftermath when the 
hero's guard has been let down.>
	This gets the hero home.  Often 
different ways of
	returning have different results.  A hero 
may go
	home late, early, in the wrong shape or 
as a new
	person if they leave the quest in an 
alternate
	fashion.  This also ties up loose ends in 
the mythic
	realms.

"Happily ever after . . ."  <The side-effects of 
the quest.>
	This is what trailing effects the quest 
can have.
	It may be simple, as in extra respect in 
the cult
	and the hate of all trolls.  It may be 
delayed, as
	were many of the god-learner 
meddlings.

Misc. problems <The mundane world's current 
shape and it's effect on the quest.>
	All quests have external influences 
distorting the 
	pure form.  It may be as simple as 
political consid-
	erations (Orlanth quests inside of the 
Lunar Empire
	are directly interfered with for political 
reasons)
	general decay (a quest that used to take 
place in a
	city can be altered if the city falls into 
decay) and
	as complex as major mythic tangling 
(as occurred 
	with quests touched by the god 
learners).
 Branches and related quests  <Important for 
quests gone astray, etc.  Also illustrates the 
structure of myth.>
	Most quests have the chance to branch 
into other
	quests or have related quests.  A fight 
against the
	devil can become a fight against the 
lunar goddess.
	Lightbringers can become a 
resurrection scenario.
	The creation can become the birth of 
Gjabi.

Third, the rules

	Different kinds of rules require special 
attention.  For example, if you are using the 
Pendragon modifications that I use and prefer 
these days, you need to go through and note 
every time a trait contest can be worked into 
the plot.

	The special factors of the rules you are 
using need to be considered in the design of 
your quest at an early stage.

Fourth, the fine tuning

	Once I have a story and I've broken it 
into its parts, I then decide on what power level 
to reflect in the encounters, the preparation and 
characters.  It also affects the rewards that are 
proper.

	For example, some quests merely allow 
access to a specific spirit magic spell or an 
allied spirit.  These quests, while rich in mythic 
images and scenery, should have relatively 
mild encounters and problems.  They also have 
relatively mild rewards.

	On the other hand, there are a number 
of quests for bringing a person back from the 
dead in a form more powerful than the person 
was before death.  These quests are dangerous.

	Danger and reward levels are easily 
tuned up in working out the minor encounters.  
When these are finished, the major encounters 
should be detailed and then the minor (or 
preliminary) encounters should be retuned and 
the exits worked out again.


MY FAVORITE EXAMPLE

	My favorite example of these elements 
is what happens prior to the main event in the Yelmalio Hill of Gold quest.

	In that arrangement, four sets of 
questers participate.  Zorak Zoran, Yelmalio, 
Orlanth and Inora.

	Each set prepares in its own mundane 
fashion and goes to a specific physical 
location.  There are numerous nuisance 
encounters and preliminary problems in 
making the preparations and in the travel.  
Political considerations can often stop a team 
from participating.

	Next, each set has three major 
encounters -- of semi-mundanes (the other 
quest teams), but on the heroplane.  Zorak 
Zoran trades with Inora, defeats Yelmalio and 
is bested by Orlanth.  Etc.

	Then, each set can return to the 
mundane or they can go on to other quests.  
E.g. Orlanthi can go onto the lightbringer's 
quest (at its second level).  Zorak Zoran can go 
on to fight chaos.  Inora/White Princess can 
begin the drepnir quest without sneaking 
through a Yelmalio shrine.  Yelmalio can go 
on to the Hill of Gold.

	Again, the hill of gold is pretty simple.  
There are the preliminaries (above) that can be 
handled on the heroplane or by encounters on 
the mundane level and then entry into the 
heroplane.

	I allow the preparation to greatly alter 
encounters and other things -- as it should.  
Proper preparation keeps the hero on the 
correct path at the correct "depth" or level of 
power in the mythic world.
 	After the preliminaries there are three 
major encounters on the hill.  Then a suitable 
reward (the d8 roll is modified by the success 
of the quest).

	The characters then return to the 
mundane world and journey home.

	C. Basic Heroquest Types

	    1. Mundane
	       A. Simple rituals/Worship
	       B. Substitutions

	    2. Simple
	       Initiation
	       Starting on the heropath

	    3. Heroic

	<This includes both basic and 
intermediate type quests as well as some 
advanced quests.>

	       A. Gaining the true ally
	       B. Gaining the left handed power
	       C. The Mastery, Luck or Fate Rune
	       D. Following the path of the god.

	    4. Superheroic
	       A. The Infinity Rune
	       B. The trip back from hell

	D.  Basic Heroquest Forms

	    1. The Trip to Hell
	       A. As judgment/Land of the Dead
	       B. As entropic sink
	       C. As the realm of enemy gods

	    2. Following the Path of a Hero/God

	    3. Seeking an Audience with the 
Powers
	       A. Meeting the Hero
	       B. Meeting the God
	       C. Contact with a Rune/Ideal

	    4. Passing the Portals

II. Where do Heroquests take place?

	<Actually, all heroquests take place in 
one of three locations:  mundane, 
transmundane/mythic and sacred.  In the 
mundane it isn't a heroquest [yet] but can shape 
and prepare for the quest.  In the 
transmundane/mythic everything that happens 
is a part of the heroquest.  In the sacred, the 
bridge between the two realms occurs.  Think 
of the following section as more a description 
of terrain types -- like forests, lakes, etc. -- and 
not of mythic types.>


	<Note:  this section makes use of my 
various Shattered Norns and Shadows areas 
and rules.>

	A. Chaos Realms

	   1. True Chaos <rather dangerous and 
unlikely for a quest.  However, a good 
discussion of what true interplaner chaos is and 
its hostility to geometric space belongs here.  
GMS need this discussion to understand just 
what R-, Thed and Malia did and how that 
affects the entire Gloranthan world view.>

	   2. Chaos within the walls of the 
world <a "com-mon" encounter -- basically 
defining what chaos normal is and what 
happens when a hero encounters it.  Should 
explain the what and why of chaos gifts, chaos 
infected races and the discomfort and hate that 
chaos creatures feel when embodied inside of 
Glorantha or other geometric spaces.>

	   3. Chaos Entities  <describing and 
detailing entities for each level is important.  
Just what happens when the characters 
encounter chaos entities, the difference 
between the various types, illumination, etc.>

	B. Shadow/Pre-Physical
	<Shadow in my RQish settings is 
different from Shadow in my D&D compatible 
Planes of Reality settings.  Shadow is a realm 
of pre-existence between chaos and reality.  
Well explained in the Shattered Norns 
material.  Basically Shadow provides the forces 
equivalent to fate and provides a pre-existence 
for those about to be born.>

	   1. Shadow Entities  <Not very 
significant in impact for any normal character 
or heroquest.  Just basic structural 
information.>

	   2. Shadow Forces  <i.e. magic.>

	C. Physical or mundane world

	   1. Ritual or dedicated locations <e.g. 
temples & such.  These are sacred places.  
Temple quests always take place here as do 
most worship ceremonies.>

	   2. Magic locations <those areas on 
the edge of the physical world that are still 
close to the world.>

	   3. Other "touched" areas <i.e. other 
areas where the mythic can reach into the 
"normal" world.  Generally this means magic 
locations, but it provides a different way to 
identify, describe and define same.>

	D. Gray Zone

	   1. Regular, organized zones <or 
routes.  Psychopomps are the most obvious 
travelers of organized zones or routes as are 
elven or faerie kingdoms in Arthurian lore.>

	   2. Accidental encounters  <Referring 
back to the encounter charts in RQIII/RQIV.>

	   3. Off the beaten path <Or what 
happens if you get lost or start wandering once you leave mundane reality.>

	E. Dream Realms

	<Again, an area well developed in 
Shadows,  CALL OF CTHULHU and Shattered 
Norns.>

	   1. Structure <Dreams have their own 
structure.>

	   2. Quests vs natural dreams  <To 
paraphrase Freud "sometimes a dream is only 
a dream."  However, many famous quests in 
Western tradition have taken place in dreams.  
The rules should cover this.>

	   3. Dream Entities  <In my campaign 
this also includes some elves.  Amazingly, in 
Robert Jordan's Wheel of Time series it 
includes wolves.  What- and whoever is on or 
in the dream realm should be discussed here.>

	F. Hero Plane

	<Ok, after lots and lots of descriptive 
text, this is where most quests take place.  All 
of the foregoing text should give structure and 
explanation to this portion.>

	   1. As an echo/middle ground
	   2. As a lesser area of myth

	<The "hero plane" has two separate 
definitions.  I think that both can be handled 
within the rules.  In the one, it is the echo, 
reflection or shadow of the myths, where 
variations and substrata play themselves out.  
In the other, it is the lesser area of myth.  I can't 
see why it can't be both.>

	  3. Hero Entities.  <There have to be 
some unique or most often encountered on the 
Hero Plane.>
 	G. Incarnate Myth/God Time
	<This is where the characters go when 
they go to meet the gods -- as in the quests for 
the berserker frenzy, etc. often illustrated by 
Sandy Petersen.  It is also where the gods are 
and where reality has its foundation.>

	  1. "True Reality"  <This is it.  
Changes here effect the mundane world.  [the 
use of the word "effect" is intentional in this 
setting.]>

	   2. Notes  <This is where all the 
comments on reality, gods, heroes, etc. that 
have not otherwise made it into the rules can 
be fitted.  A catch-all space for important 
terrain comments, notes on gods, etc.>

	   3. Gods/Runes.  <Here is the place 
for complete genealogies, rune identities, etc.  
Also other Incarnate Myth Entities should be 
discussed here, including Time, Great Dragons, 
etc.>


III. Nuts and Bolts to run Heroquests

	A. Basic Mechanics (Dice Rolling)

	   1. As d% (for straight RQ character 
sheets)

	   2. As dy/d6  (making the rules 
accessible to non-RQ game systems)

	<My variable certainty rules which both 
allows the measuring of successes and 
difficulties and allows more certainty when 
things are more stable or controlled.>

	B. Basic Mechanics (Not dice oriented)

	   1. Card games (using cards to tell 
stories -- much like romance and tarot cards 
can be used).

	   2. Tile games (using tiles and boards, 
such as the old Chaosium Dungeon tiles, to lay 
out quests).

	   3. Board games (the old boardgame 
trilogy rules for making heroes).

	   4. Computer games/flow charts 
(everything from the old Tunnels & Trolls 
solo/choose your own adventure format to the 
same thing in a sophisticated computer form).

	<The idea here is to illustrate how 
varied mechanics can be and to give some 
perspective on what is really happening.  Most 
GMs, without nuts & bolts, really have trouble 
putting quests together.>

	C. Additional Mechanics  <d6/d%>

	   1. For combat

	   2. For other

(Note Appendix A -- Errata for RQIII)
(Note Appendix B -- Expanded Rules for 
RQIII)

	D. Basic Additions

	<This is where the rules actually begin 
to add something new.>

	   1. Traits
	      Trait List/Explanations
	      Trait Packages for Gods, Runes

	<Basically adding David Dunham's 
Pendragon Pass to Runequest -- important 
because of the flavor and direction it gives to 
Heroquesting.  Using traits causes roleplaying 
to converge with minimaxing.>

	   2. Glory (Presence)  <One of two 
currencies or experience point equivalents for heroquesting.  Sometimes thought of as PATH 
WILL>  The Pendragon concept works 
perfectly here in keeping track of things.

	   3. Will  <also FREE in earlier drafts.  
The ability to make new choices or decisions -- 
FREE WILL  as contrasted with PATH WILL 
-- strength to apply or succeed doing something 
done before.>  In general, Will can be 
replaced with Power for most purposes.  
POW is sacrificed for Rune Magic, converts 
to Divine Intervention and is an all purpose 
currency.  With POW, will is no longer 
needed.

	E. Revised Character Sheet w' 
explanations

	<The revised heroquesting character 
sheet capsulizes many important rules in a nuts 
and bolts fashion.>

	F. Notes on Runes

	<This is very much an important part of 
the mechanics.  Up to now all of the rules have 
only explained the background and setting for 
what goes on with the Runes.>

	   1. The Runes
	   
	   2. Rune Factors and how to use them.

	<Lots of notes, some more mechanics 
for quantifying and limiting what goes on -- if 
the same is desired.  Basically, a way to set 
proper risk and reward ratios and to control the 
speed and direction of character progress.>

	G. Special Notes on Runes

	<Infinity, Mastery, Luck, Fate, and 
more notes that need to be in the rules but did 
not fit anywhere else.>

IV. Sample Heroquests  <!!!!>

	A. Simple -- The Seven Stairs and 
Sacred Time.

	-- Where heroquesting really starts and 
the most common quest encountered.

	<The first simple quest is a basic, 
hillside/countryside quest.  This, or any of the 
recent quests in Tales of the Reaching Moon, 
fully fleshed out, would do.  The Old Hare's 
Riddle is a great one to place here.  The second 
simple quest is a sacred time ritual or a very 
simple temple quest.  Two kinds of simple 
quests need to be here.  The simple yearly 
rituals and basic simple quests -- first steps on 
to the heropath.>

	B.  Basic -- Drepnir Quest and Hill of 
Gold.

	-- What most gamers think of when 
they think heroquests.

	<It is time to flesh both of these out the 
rest of the way with enough notes, examples, 
full encounters, character sheets and charts so 
that anyone can run this the same way that an 
experienced heroquest GM would run it.  
These basic nuts and bolts sort of quests are 
well understood, often run, and have a 
complete line of impact and decisions. This is 
as far as many characters will ever get or many 
GMs will need to run.>

	C. Intermediate -- Lightbringers and 
Berserkergang

	-- What most Gloranthan adventurers 
think of when they consider questing.  Crosses 
the gap from just "super-Runequest" to true 
heroquesting.

	<The Lightbringers is the first heroquest and the classic Orlanthi quest.  This 
is the sort of quest all "real" heroquesters 
should go on.  Powerful, major myths, enacted 
and followed.  Lightbringers is the great 
pattern quest for Orlanth, Sartar and much of 
the world of Glorantha.  It illustrates every 
major motif and purpose of heroquesting.   
	The Berserkergang is Sandy Petersen's 
favorite quest and another classic.>

	Advanced -- Pharaoh  and Seven 
Mothers.

	-- Quests that make heros and 
superheros.

	<Pharaoh is one of the great pattern 
quests.  Invaluable for gamemasters to look at 
and think on.  And Seven Mothers (as in the 
creation of the Red Moon and then her quest 
which resulted in the Crimson Bat) may be 
considered the major quest for the Lunar 
Empire.  Two quests showing gods and true 
heroes in the making -- and reprising 
Lightbringers.  Finishing off the quests with 
this one leaves very little unillustrated or in 
need of explanation.>

V. Afterword/Notes

Appendix A -- Errata for RQIII

	<This includes both the Chaosium 
Errata and my own notes and comments.  It is 
on the Shattered Norns disks and is useful for 
anyone.  You can order the Chaosium Errata 
photocopy sheets by sending a SASE to the 
Chaosium.  Basically, the Errata transforms 
RQIII to RQIV.>

	Volume I  Players' Book

	Volume II  Magic Book

	Volume III  Gamemaster's Book
	Volume IV  Creature Book  <Including 
my Shattered Norns creatures.>

Appendix B -- Expanded Rules for RQIII

	<My Shattered Norns house rules 
supplementing major RQIII rules with an eye 
towards important concerns I had with the 
rules, heroquesting, etc.>

	Rules1 Player Character 
Creation--Basic System

	Rules2 Sample Character Archetypes

	<A useful addition to most campaigns.  
Basically, archetypes that can be put into play 
immediately without having to roll dice, spend 
lots of time.>

	   Adventurer
	   Hunter/fighter 
	   Proto-Berserker
	   Sneak Thief
	   Sorceress

	Rules3 Extended Career Paths

	<Expanding the career paths to cover 
Shattered Norns and Mist World.>

	   Matrix Manipulators
	   Others
	   Priest
	   Rune Master (Magic use, not cult 
status)
	   Rune Priest
	   Shaman Apprentice
	   Soldier:  Light Foot 
	   Soldier:  Skirmisher
	   Soldier: Heavy Foot 
	   Sorcerer
	   Trade Family Member
	   Wizardling

	Rules4  Wizardry

	<Spirit shirts, elemental languages, and 
all.  Wizardry provides an excellent example of 
how runic identities, myths, etc. can be 
wrapped up into entire systems.>
 	   Air
	   Dark
	   Earth
	   Fire
	   Water

	<I'm currently planning to leave out the 
twisted wizardry of the Magnethi as it is useful 
only for some sort of chaos wizardry that I 
have not seen reflected in Glorantha.>

	Rules5  Specialized Combat Rules

	Rules6  Harpists

	<Magic from songs.  Elovare Harper 
gets his own cult and magic school.>

	Rules7  Chaos Shaping

	<Similar, but going in the opposite 
direction, to Stormbringer demons.  Could be 
used to handle superpowers in a fantasy world.  
Quantifies chaos.>

	Rules8  Spiritual Essences

	<Reflection will show various types of 
magic tied to each of the areas.  That is 
intentional.  Covers the opposite end from 
chaos and is useful for reflecting on attributes 
and forms that wielders of spiritual 
essences/platonic ideals might use [e.g. what 
gods, heroes, etc. are doing and with what].  
See also Rules11 below.  Among other things, 
the runes are also spiritual essences and 
platonic ideals.>

	Rules9  Dreams, Shapeshifting and Illusions

	<Filling out holes or weak areas in the 
rules.>

	Rules10  Shadows, Spells, Matrix 
Magic

	<Following in David Dunham's 
footsteps and expanding magic, centralizing 
spells, and updating all of the spells available 
into one set of lists, etc.  See below on rune or 
divine magic spells.>

	Rules11  Spirit and Psionics

	<Finishing off the sequence and the 
rules.>

	General Thoughts

	<Limiting and controlling magic and its 
access and effect.  Other thoughts.>

Appendix C  Useful Props

	Typical Encounters/Contests for Trait 
Contests

	<This section contains outlines and 
examples for how to set up an encounter that 
provides a trait contest for each of the trait 
pairs.  A couple-three examples and outlines 
for each pair.  All heroquests should include a 
few and few GMs have much experience with 
setting up trait contests, so the rules ought to 
offer some help here.>

	   Chaste......./.....Lustful      
	   Energetic..../.....Lazy         
	   Forgiving..../.....Vengeful     
	   Generous...../.....Selfish      
	   Honest......./.....Deceitful    
	   Just........./.....Arbitrary    
	   Merciful...../.....Cruel        
	   Modest......./.....Proud        
	   Pious......../.....Worldly      
	   Temperate..../.....Indulgent    
	   Trusting...../.....Suspicious   
	   Valorous...../.....Cowardly     

	Typical Encounters/Conflicts for each 
Rune

	<The runes are to actions as the traits 
are to motivations.  It isn't enough for most 
GMs to define the runes and let it go.  The 
rules should provide outlines and examples for 
each rune in action.  In addition, this is the 
place to tie skills, spells, etc. to each rune and 
more fully define what the runes mean and 
how they affect choices, conflicts and 
resolutions.>

	   Rune			Opposing 
Rune

	   Air			Dark
	   Anarchy/Chaos*		Law*
	   Beast			Plant
	   Change/Movement*	Stasis*
	   Contrary/Dragonewt*	Magic*
	   Dark			Fire
	   Death			Life/Fertility*
	   Disorder*		Harmony*
	   Earth			Air
	   Entropy/Chaos*		Infinity*
	   Fate			Mastery
	   Fire			Water
	   Harmony*		Disorder*
	   Illusion*		Truth*
	   Infinity*		Entropy/Chaos*
	   Law*			Anarchy/Chaos*
	   Life/Fertility*		Death*
	   Luck			Fate
	   Magic*			Contrary*
	   Man			Beast
	   Mastery			Luck
	   Plant			Man
	   Shadow*		Spirit*
	   Spirit*			Shadow*
	   Stasis*			Change/Movement*
	   Truth*			Illusion*
	   Water			Earth

(* means rune is part of an opposing pair, e.g. 
Illusion/Truth)

	<A good place also to organize lists of 
all of the rune magic currently accepted and 
where each spell fits in relation to the runes.>

	Typical Motifs/Elements

	<These are the nuts & bolts of the 
encounters characters will have on the 
heroplane.  A good list is invaluable.  In 
addition, these are the hingepoints or 
cross-overs of myths and the web of myth.>

	   Altars
	   Best Friends/True Allies
	   Chance Met Friends
	   Combat
	   Guardians
	   Home
	   Psychopomps
	   The Chase
	   The Hunt
	   Threat/Person in Need
	   Thresholds

Appendix D  Character Sheets, Charts, Etc.

	<This includes character sheets for 
nations and ethnic groups, mythic creatures, 
etc.  Charts for time flows, myth flows, etc.  
Maps.  Everything that can be reduced to a 
chart or a table.>


AFTERWORD

	A good look at the various materials 
and games I've run over the past several years, 
since 1969 or so, will reflect that most of the 
parts of this outline have already been written 
and have already been out in distribution.  This 
outline gave me a place to put it all together (in 
a way that I hope is [far] less confusing than 
the last attempt I made).
 	I'm not sure where I plan to go from 
this outline.  I'm beginning to think that this 
outline (and prior essays together with Tales 
From The Reaching Moon) is enough and that 
anyone who really needs to run a heroquest 
should go on from here (finishing their own 
rules as a part of the GMs Quest ...).

	Let me know what you think.



Simple Mechanics Additions:

	A.	Preparation for the 
Heroquest.

	One of the most important parts of 
preparing for the heroquest is matching the 
quest.  

	In most rules for heroquests, the way 
that this is handled is by changing the difficulty 
of the encounters.  Often a wide range of 
encounters can be had, but those who are 
prepared "walk a narrower road" and thus have 
better controlled encounters.

	My addition is to also have the degree 
of preparation include the following:

	i.	knowledge of quest.  This 
means learning the quest on both a rational and 
an intuitive level.  When combined with proper 
perception, knowledge allows one to "walk narrow" and encounter what one expects.

	ii.	personal preparation/traits/etc.  
This means being like the hero who first 
walked the particular hero trial.  The closer one 
has tunes one's traits to the appropriate traits 
(and has the appropriate range for those traits), 
the more one has followed the correct rituals, 
the more one is the right person walking the 
right path, the easier the contest is.

	Thus, on The Hill of Gold, a Yelmalio 
with all the right traits, etc. might be rolling his 
skill tests, combat rolls, etc. on d50% or d20%.  
A lost heroquestor who had strayed onto that 
path might well have to roll d200% or worse, 
depending on how foriegn the quest was to the 
lost hero.

	--note.  This is not "SuperRuneQuest" 
stuff with super criticals and skills in the 300s.  


	iii.	other preparation.  e.g. an 
Orlanthi using Woad, having the necessary 
tokens and spells, etc.

	B.	Being Someone's Hero.

	Heroes have followings and embody 
the hopes, fears and dreams -- the will (so to 
speak) of a people.

	Again, using my skill system, the better 
you fit what it takes to be somebody's hero -- 
by fame, glory, bound followers, heroic traits, 
etc., the more you have added to your "damage 
bonus" for results.

	This again, quantifies quite well.  
Before, such connections were reflected in 
general purpose will.  Well, such ties do have 
an impact on results, but not through will.  
Instead, they add a great deal to the "damage 
bonus" (a concept I apply to all sorts of skill rolls -- not just combat).

	Such ties are gained by playing.  Lead 
raids against the enemies of the tribe.  Feed the 
tribe.  Become a leader with real followers and 
a "star" with real fans.

	You can see what I've done.  I've quit 
overusing Will and taken advantage of the 
modification I made to the mechanics system 
to apply the concepts that fit right those 
changes.  Try it.


David Dunham
532 North 71st Street Seattle, WA  98103-5127

RE:	Heroquest

Dear David:

	Any individual who seeks to Heroquest 
probably should start small.  A good example 
is the Sartar unification of the 24 tribes of 
Dragon Pass.

	Sartar did not unify all the tribes at 
once and he did not start with Dragon Pass or 
by himself.

	Sartar learned heroquesting in the 
Holy Country under the Pharaoh.  He rose to 
the leadership of a band of seekers and 
questers.

	Then he moved to Sartar.

	In Sartar he started by joining the 
various secret societies that linked the tribes, 
working through their quests and rituals.

	Then he began the work of unifying 
groups within the tribes.  

	After he had laid a deep foundation, he began to work himself into the general pattern 
of the unifier, a tribe at a time.

	Obviously if one does something that 
has not been done before (rather than just 
trace an existing path), then the work is much 
harder.  New things are often done by 
characters who are very powerful to begin 
with.

	The Feathered Horse Queen is a good 
example.  She was very powerful before she 
went up against her challenge and made her 
name.  The Living Pharaoh is another good 
example.  When he came out of the sea and 
entered the Holy Country he was already very 
powerful.

	In addition, most views of the depths of 
the mythic world require a certain level of 
personal force or power before one can enter.  
The various gateway keepers of legend and 
well told stories (e.g. Call of Cthulhu's 
Dreamlands) all tend to bar all but the rarest 
entry by those who do not have personal power 
or presence.

	In modern examples it is good to 
compare the Macintosh team and the Zilog 
Super team.  Both developed "super" 
computers about the time of the PC's entry.  
Macintosh is with us today.  The Super CPM 
machine is not.

	When people do not dream or desire, 
the risks and difficulties are greater.

	A good transition example is the Red 
Goddess.  She provides an exellent example of 
the change from lonely power to hero to 
goddess/superhero.

	When the Seven Mothers moved, the 
land they were in had needs and dreams, but 
did not know that the Lunar way was the answer.

	Thus, when the Red Goddess first 
manifested, all she had was her personal 
strength -- perhaps at the level of a minor Prax 
godling or a weak Dragon Pass hero.

	She sought power (e.g. the Crimson 
Bat) and also began to unify the people around 
her.  (Note that at one time the Bat was 
probably her equal in power on the hero plane 
and in the godwars.  Now that is not the case.  
Compare the Bat to Oakfed or The Wild 
Hunter and those to the Red Goddess).

	My simple rules additions do not really 
change much that goes on in the rare case of a 
hero without followers.  I admit I thought long 
and hard on this point because the modern 
image of the lonely hero, struggling in a 
vacuum and without public attention is a 
strong modern myth. 
	Almost all of those situations can be 
reduced to one of the following:

First:  The hero when he begins.  This is the 
hero before he has gained glory or followers 
(fans, etc.).  In such a case, part of becoming a 
hero is gaining followers.

Second:  The hero of weak/few people fighting 
against the strong.  (e.g. Shane).  In such a 
situation, the hero usually loses unless the hero 
has a great deal of skill and/or personal 
power/force/strength.

Third:  The lonely righteous or holy hero (a 
very Christian theme).  In this case the hero is 
aligned with God and the Divinity (via 
holiness) makes up the difference.  This is the 
pattern of the hero becoming a repository of 
divine power (such as an avatar or a prophet).  


	The third type is an established pattern and tends to fall in line with virtues/traits 
regarded by the society.  In addition, the trials 
are often very weak (the little Dutch boy with 
his finger in the dike is a good example).

	Obviously I have not ruled out very 
powerful individuals who may (or may not) 
choose to heroquest for enlightenment or 
power.  I have just socialized the methods and 
the framework so that the junction and purpose 
of the heroquest have changed.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

	Yes, I would like to see what you have 
done with Grazelanders.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Steve Martin
Post Office Box 272914
Concord, CA  94527-2914

Philip P. Davis
6802 Garden Court
Gilroy, CA  95020
(408) 848-1163

Responding to your letter:

	a.	It has always been my 
contention that heroquesting and runes are 
general design principles of which Glorantha 
and the Norse are special cases or examples of 
execution.  Odin was a rune master and a 
heroquester.  Glorantha's seminal concepts owe 
somewhat to the Norse.

	b.	One of the best updates, at least 
in the time of Anders Swenson, was to beg and 
bribe Greg into letting you read his heroquest 
notes & correspondence file.  Many of us long 
for a copy of what Anders was able to read.

	c.	my skill system can be used transparently with RQIII.  A GM need only use 
the system (using the same character sheets and 
dice) when the GM needs or wants additional 
levels of detail.

	d.	I like your comments about 
treating Rune possession as a skill rather than 
as an attribute or characteristic.  I'll be thinking 
about it seriously.

	e.	EWF in working out the 
contrary/dragonnewt mythlines got itself mixed 
into the counsel's mythlines.

	e.	1.	Glory need not be 
separated by runes, but, should slaying lots of 
enemies give you any added benefit with the 
life or harmony runes?  Should fleeing from 
your enemies or lying to them aid you with 
death or truth?

	f.	The pay-off/disads, etc. in 
getting a rune based transmundane power 
should be an integral part of the power and the 
originating quest.  I was talking balance and 
design there.

	g.	As I understand it, and I could 
be wrong, Arachne Solara is the Celestial 
Court's goddess reborn as the spinner of time.  
She is, in a way, the father of the true (white) 
moon that is to come to bring peace.  

	Note that the red and blue moons are 
sisters, both trapped in their mother(s) by the 
creation of time.  Your speculation looks pretty 
good to me.  Ask yourself about the sources of 
the land masses where the red and blue moons 
are found, why lunar and air exclude each 
other, and who was passing through hell when.

	I would not discard the Celestial Court 
so easily.  Its members all transformed or 
endured, more or less successfully, and all of 
them escaped primal chaos.
	h.	In many ways, Orlanth is an 
extremely capable and admirable character.  
Kind of an oath-keeping and faithful version of 
Odin.  In each of his four avatars he was 
successful, innovative and direct.  Best of all 
he was able to fight himself (in the Gbaji wars) 
and win.  He may be the only one to escape 
illumination and the god learners.

	i.	Enclosed with the letter find 
some more notes.  (Copies not sent to the 
others receiving your notes and this letter).  
Hope you enjoy them.

Responding to your essay:

	a.	yes, yes, YES, the pairs, etc. are 
simplistic.  However, they do reflect (I think) 
the underlying structure of Glorantha's runes 
prior to the alteration due to actions on the god 
level in unique myths and history (I could well 
be wrong) -- including obscuring lies spread 
after the destruction of the god learners.

	b.	luck and fate form an important 
group along with mastery.  Fate is the Lunar 
way, Mastery fits Prax, Luck the Holy Country.  
Mastery fits men who rely on skills (including 
runemasters), Fate those who rely upon gods 
(including runepriests), Luck those who step 
outside skills and deities.

	c.	Your essays add a level of 
complexity by pointing out additional levels of 
complications in rune interactions.  Well done.

	d.	One interesting thing about 
Chaos is that it can be used to alter which sets 
of runes oppose each other.  Thus with chaos 
intervention, Air might oppose Form Runes 
rather than the other elemental runes.

	However, generally, chaos 
(unilluminated at least) does not alter the chaos 
/ opposition sets.
	e.	Lunar/Chaos regulates several 
inclusive sets as does chaos itself.  Martin 
misses the impact this has in setting up 
oppositions.  (For comparison, Light does not 
oppose Cold or Heat oppose Dark -- Zorak 
Zoran's great secret).

	f.	Earth includes stone, soil, and 
dust.  The relationship is more complex than 
the perceived relationship of earth and malign 
earth.  Treating it as an exclusive set is 
tempting, but a mistake (encouraged by Earth, 
naturally).  The exclusive parts are the runes 
the various aspects are linked to, not the actual 
Earth part of those aspects.

	A good example is that Magma and 
Steam are exclusive.  Not because of the heat 
they share, but because of the stone/water they 
do not share.

	g.	nice discussion on severed 
runes.

	h.	broken rune sets are re-aligned 
by the intervention of chaos.  Krarsht has 
Mobility/Chaos/Stasis, with her Mobility and 
Stasis opposing other things because of the 
Chaos intervention.  Delecti has 
Life/Chaos/Death.  His life is opposed by the 
elements (including air, not including lunar -- 
important for lunar vampire legions).  Note the 
trouble he has with all elements.  His life is 
also dependent on his death (though his death 
is opposed by a rune other than life).  Note that 
with chaos separation also comes some 
warping.  An unwarped split would be harder 
to accomplish -- and even less natural.

	Breaking part of a larger set is easier 
than breaking it all.

	In addition, breaking a set only as to 
some aspects is easier than breaking as to the 
full runes.  E.g. Zorak Zoran who has Shade (his part of darkness) and Heat (from 
Yelmalio) and has neither in opposition.  
Caladra and Aurelion are another good 
example of partial breaks.

	Breaking Runes // keeping balance or 
not.

>	by godtime actions combined with a 
trade-off.
	the godtime makes it possible, the 
trade-off keeps balance.
	e.g. Zorak Zoran who took Heat from 
Yelmalio.

>	by chaos intrusions interposing chaos to 
sever or break
	a rune set.  generally the new 
opposition is a group for
	each rune rather than a single rune.  
Balance kept
	e.g. Delecti.

>	God-learner interaction.
	,  with proper off-set and reductions, 
keeping eventual
	balance.  e.g. Caladra and Aurelion.  
Note the great natural
	violence and problems associated with 
such sets.
	,  without off-sets, placing oneself in 
the severance.  This
	is the traditional god learner method.  
The act of severing or
	breaking places the quester and his 
group(s) into the dynamics.
	In the short run it allows greater power.  
In the long run,
	tensions fueled by the nature and depth 
of reality build.

	One can appreciate how the practice of 
inopportune breaking (without accepting a cost 
or keeping balance) lead to later problems for 
the god-learners.  While endemic to their society and methods, it eventually created great 
reserves of force (like a building earthquake or 
a lighting charge waiting to be discharged).  
The force eventually evened out, erasing all 
those tied to it or near those tied to it (or tied to 
them).

	The defining point of a "true" 
god-learner (i.e. those destroyed no matter how 
or where they fled) is inappropriate rune 
breaking without balance or off-sets.

	i.	Dragonnewt consumes chaos... 
I would not hazard the attempt to break that 
pair.  Either the utility of Dragonnewt's ability 
to consume chaos (of which trait fueled magic 
are a lesser aspect) or the power of chaos 
would be lost.  

	j.	Issaries "rune" is a use or facet 
of his rune(s) rather than a unique rune 
unshown.  He is a good example of how killing 
a god can cut of the area where the god is dead 
from the god's runes.  (Yelm is, of course, the 
great example of this).

	I'm glad you enjoyed the essays (and, I 
hope, Reaching Moon #7).

	I'd advise dropping over to Gilroy and 
catching Phil Davis.   Pick up the intermediate 
drafts I sent David Hall.  Beg, borrow or steal 
a copy of the Heroquest correspondence and 
notes file.  Talk to Greg Stafford.  Write me 
back with the inside scoop.  (The last most of 
all.  I'd love to hear the latest).


RULES5 -- SPECIALIZED COMBAT RULES

	Shattered Norns has a limited cultural 
cross-section for weapons.  In addition, I have 
some options that I occasionally use for this 
campaign.

**********************************

Weapon changes.
Alternate Weapon Table 


Weapon STR/
Category Weapon Damage  DEX   ENC  BS  
Armor  SR   $

2H Axe Bardiche 2d6+1  11/8   2.0  15%  11   
 1   120
       Halberd# 3d6    14/9   3.0   5%   9    1   
200

1H Axe Battleax d6+2   12/9   1.5  10%    9   2  
 100
       Axe      d6+1    7/8    .5  10%    6   2    40

Dagger Dagger   1d3+1   -/-    .2  15%    3   3   
 10
     long knife 1d4+1   4/6    .3  15%    5   2   
100

Spear  1HShort  1d6     6/7   2.0  10%    7   2    
20
    1HBroadleaf 1d6+1   8/7   2.0   5%    8   2   
120
       2HShort  1d6     -/-   2.0  10%   10   2    20
       1HLongτ  1d4     7/9   2.5   5%    7   1    35
        Pike&   1d6+1   8/9   3.5   0%    9   1    95

Staff/Club      1d6     -/7    .5   15%    4   2     5
Club Singlestick1d3+1   7/9    .5   10%    5   2  
  10

2HStaff         1d8     9/9   1.5   10%    9   1    15

Sword 
     long knife 1d4+1   4/6    .3  15%    5   2   
100
      Rapier#@  1d6+1   7/13  1.0   5%    9   2   
175 
      Sword     1d8+1   9/7   1.2  20%   10   2   
150  
	τTraditionally the 1H Short Spear was 
a superior weapon to the 1H Long Spear.  
Chaka Zulu once took one hundred warriors 
armed with the traditional long spear and 
matched them in a fight to the death against 
one hundred warriors armed with the "new 
fashioned" short spear.  All of the short spear 
warriors won.

	@can be used as a one handed thrusting 
weapon.  If used as a one handed weapon 
(rather than with a main gauche, shield, etc.) it 
impales and the user adds +3 to SIZ for 
determining SIZ SR and +15% to the user's 
rolls in dodge/parry vs weapon attacks from the 
front.  Also +15% to Riposte option in this use.

	#Not a common weapon.  

	&Used in formations SR becomes 0.  
May be used 1½H with the shield hand used 
for steadying.
	(These changes bring the weapon 
available, and the weapons chosen, into line 
with the combat rules and my personal 
campaign).

**********************************


	Change to Grapple Rules:

	In many grappling systems designed to 
injure an opponent, the target is thrown into or 
through the ground rather than on it.

	Rather than making a successful fall 
roll to escape injury, the person falling is 
thrown into the ground with the force of the 
target's size and the thrower's strength 
slamming him or her into an unmoving 
surface.

	Additionally, the thrower usually 
follows through by landing on the target and by controlling the way the target lands to insure 
that the target does not land flat but rather falls 
with one of the "four corners" of the body 
(usually a shoulder, sometimes a hip) bearing 
the entire burden of the contact).

	(Compare this to Judo -- an excellent 
sport -- where the goal is to make certain the 
target lands flat <least chance of injury> and 
where the thrower attempts to stay vertical and 
to support the target.  Or Greco-Roman where 
it is bad form to body slam the target and fall 
on him at the same time.)

	The Grappling rules in RQIII are used 
to handle unskilled grappling.  Note such skill 
on a character sheet as GRAPPLING 
(unskilled).  Skilled hand-to-hand combat 
using grappling is noted as GRAPPLING 
(skilled) or as Martial Throw (aka Pankreton).

	To establish SR for Pankreton, double 
the Size SR modifier (thus for small 
individuals it might be as high as 8, for Giants 
it is still 2 x 0 <or still zero>) but otherwise 
treat the SR as 0 (i.e. no weapon strike rank 
other than SIZ strike rank is calculated).  Thus, 
for each individual his or her Pankreton SR is 
the Size SR.

	If a successful Pankreton roll is made a 
grip is established.  If a second successful roll 
is made a throw occurs Dex SR later.

	To calculate the damage from the throw 
add the damage bonus of the thrower to 
(thrower's STR + target's SIZ) damage bonus + 
d3 and apply it to a random hit location.  The 
damage is rolled for twice if the thrower falls 
on the opponent.  Otherwise the thrower 
remains standing and the target is on the 
ground at the end of the throw.


Additional Rules

Revised for Mistworld, etc.

Dance Magic

	See RQIII spirit magic; RQII battle 
magic.

	Dance magic is magic conjured by use 
of physical exertion, a patterned activity and 
the channeling of magic points (mp).

	The general format is as follows:

	Roll skill (generally as a d100% test).  
Dance at 1 fatigue point per melee round for d3 
melee rounds per point of spell.  When final 
melee round finished, expend mps equal to the 
points of the spell.  Each melee round 
thereafter may cast the spell again for one m.p.

	Example.  Harrick has a dance skill of 
65% and knows the healing 3 dance.  He 
begins to dance and continues until he is able 
to make a successful d100% roll against his 
dance skill (one attempt per melee round).  He 
then dances for 3d3 melee rounds.  At the end 
of the last melee round he expends three magic 
points (mps).  Healing 3 is successfully cast on 
one target.  Next melee round (mr) he expends 
one magic point and Healing 3 is successfully 
cast on a second target.  Harrick may continue 
until he runs out of fatigue, magic points or 
persons to cast Healing 3 upon. 

Smith Magic

	Cf RQIII Sorcery, World of Wonder 
Magic.

	Smith magic is magic cast into things 
for later discharge.  It generally requires a 
properly hearthed forge (the term forge 
covering the entire smithing area).

	The format is as follows:

	Make a successful smithing skill roll 
for the type of item worked on.  (Note that a 
properly hearthed forge may reduce the test to 
a d50%, d20% or d10% trial.)  Then make a 
successful ceremony and a successful 
enchantment roll.  Note the time taken.  
Successfully roll for the casting of the sorcery 
spell (including intensity).

	The smithed item will then contain the 
spell which it will discharge by contact.  
(Smiths generally are limited to smithing items 
for which smith skills are listed.)

	E.g. an arrowhead might be forged by 
a smith and also have Venom (at intensity 5) in 
it.  When it hit its first target, the Venom spell 
would also be discharged into the target.

	If requisite points are expended (usually 
POW, but CON, STR, etc. may also be used), 
by the Smith or by another willing participant 
(who must make a ceremony roll at the end of 
the smithing for the transfer to take place -- 
otherwise no points are lost and no transfer 
occurs), then the item will discharge the spell, 
to the level of intensity equal to points 
sacrificed, each time contact is made.

	E.g. a sword might have Venom 6 cast 
on it by the Smith and the prospective owner 
might sacrifice 4 points of POW and 2 points 
of CON so that the sword would discharge a 
Venom 6 spell into each person or thing it hits 
every time it hits.

	The POW of the first contact (for POW 
v. POW determination) is the POW of the 
Smith.  For later discharges (e.g. for those 
made permanent) it is the POW of the person 
wielding the item.  Note that even beneficial 
spells must succeed with a POW v. POW 
attack when enchanted in this form.
	Also note that in a properly hearthed 
forge the air and the earth are "forged/smithed 
items" for the purpose of imbuing spells.  (I.e. 
the Smith on her home ground can cast spells 
as fast and in more or less the same manner as 
a RQIII sorcerer).

	Spells may have their intensity 
increased by being reforged.  (Thus a sword at 
Venom 6 could be reforged to Venom 9 for the 
time, cost and 3 requisite points).


Clerical Chant Magic

	This form of magic requires chanting 
and a properly endowed staff cut from wood of 
the world tree or equivalent material.  The 
character chants the basic plain chant while 
holding the staff and desiring the result.  This 
skill takes FREE INT equal to the level of 
effect, but no particular training, skill or FREE 
INT for any individual effect.

	To successfully use chant magic one 
must make a chanting skill roll and then 
continue the chant for 1d2 melee rounds for 
each level of effect desired.  At the end of the 
chant, magic points equal to the level of effect 
must be expended.

	Level of effect is limited by the square 
root of the points of power bound into the staff 
and by requiring a staff attuned to the cleric.  
(Note that such staves are virtually impossible 
to destroy and will be drawn through shadow 
or dream to the cleric to whom they are 
bound). 
	Effects:

	Cure Xd(2*X) points (1d2, 2d4, 3d6, 
4d8, 5d10, 6d12).  The range for the effect is 
touch.

	A Cure spell heals damage to the body at a rate limited by the CON of the person or 
animal being healed per melee round.  Thus 
with 16 points of cure and a CON of 12, 12 
points would heal in the first melee round and 
4 points in the second.  The same cure with a 
CON of 4 would result in 4 points per melee 
round for three melee rounds.

	Reduce Undead XdX points to dX 
undead.  The range for this effect is 
Xmeters*POW in staff.  (Thus a level 3 effect 
with 12 points in staff, would have range 36 
meters).

	No POW v. POW struggle occurs.  The 
effect is automatic.

	A Reduce spell reduces the POW of the 
targeting undead by the points noted.  

	If the POW (capacity POW, not 
generative POW) is < 0, the undead creature(s) 
is destroyed.

	If the POW is 0, the undead creature is 
stunned (for the duration of the attention of the 
chanter +XdX melee rounds after the attention 
is lifted).

	If the POW is > 0, the Undead must 
make a successful POW v. POW roll (using the 
reduced POW vs the caster's POW) or be 
routed until out of range.  They may not enter 
into range until the attention of the chanter 
shifts if they lose the struggle.  If they win, 
then the chant has no effect (beyond reducing 
effective POW).

	Bless

	+X (or X*5%) for XdX melee rounds 
for dX individuals blessed to attack/parry or 
any two related opposed skills (e.g. scan/search 
or climb/jump).

	Protect

	+X to POW and to Armor for XdX 
melee rounds to XdX persons protected.  May 
be sustained once begun by the chanter 
continuing to chant and concentrating.


	Trait

	Add 2X to the trait for any trait contests 
involving the trait over the next X hours, X to 
the trait for any trait contests over the next X 
days.  Also allows an attempt to 
improve/change the trait.  Each 
Saint/Angel/Hero has five related traits and one 
virtue that can be affected by this chant.


	Virtue/Attribute

	+X*X (or X*5%) to the singular virtue, 
or the singular attribute/characteristic or the 
singular skill attributed to the patron.  Lasts 
while the chant is maintained.  Affects one 
person.


	Purify

	X*X SIZ points of tainted food and/or 
water and/or other materials.


	Cure Disease

	X = (1) none; (2) mild; (3) acute; (4) 
serious; (5) terminal; (6) incurable.

 	Regenerate:

	X-1 = pts regenerated in a season.  
Costs person being cured X-3 in pts from 
POW/CON (50/50).  Thus with X = 6, a loss to 
the body of 6 permanent hit points of body mass (e.g. an arm and a foot) could be 
regenerated in a season.  POW would be 
reduced by 2 and CON by 1.

	Note.  The most common way for a 
staff "to be cut from the wood of the world 
tree" is for the person desiring one to join with 
the owner of a staff in chant.  Upon the 
sacrifice of one point of POW and one point of 
CON, a new staff is created in addition to the 
old one.  This method works upon the world 
tree's function in the realm of dream.

Misc. Malkioni Heroquests
	--Including Additional Rules
	--Revised for Shattered Norns, etc.
	--Alternate Familiars for Sorcerers

A.	The Guarded Room

1.	Introduction.

	At several sites that date back to The 
Empire of Wyrms Friends and/or the 
Godlearners, various Malkioni sects keep 
watch in the mythic realms.  The generic 
setting is outside a room that is to be guarded 
against intruders.

	The base requirement to be allowed to 
participate in this quest is a POW of 18 and/or 
a useful skill of 65% or better.

	While each guardian sees only him or 
her self, to one approaching, the room is 
layered with the presence of all the guardians 
and protected by them in a mass.

	The room contents are a high level cult 
secret.  Generally, the rooms contain links to 
the god learners, contact with which will draw 
upon a person a god learner doom (without any 
significant benefit).

	The Arkat heresy is the group most likely to engage in these quests.

2.	Difficulty level.//Degree of Risk.

	Very low.//Very low.  If the quester 
rolls equal to or under POW*5%, nothing 
happens.  If he or she rolls above that number, 
a random gray zone encounter occurs during 
their watch with a creature that will start the 
encounter as friendly (unless inimical to 
humans, then it starts as neutral).  If they 
fumble the roll, the encounter is a "normal" 
gray zone encounter.

3.	Rewards.//Alterations.

	Generally, this quest offers few 
rewards.  Those who undertake it (the quest 
takes a day) may stay for a week at the temple 
that sponsors the quest.  Unless some definite 
action is taken by the quester to avoid the 
following result, taking this quest will result in 
a shift, by one point, in the lazy trait (making 
lazy one point higher).

B.	Elemental Dance

0.	The Story.

	On his journey from The Kingdom of 
Splendor to Dragon Pass, Elovare Harper 
passed through Shadows Dancing.  There he 
played his instruments until all the elements 
joined the dance of the shadows.  [the 
alternative interpretation is that he played until 
he reached the secret pattern where the 
elements were dancing.]  Elovare joined the 
dance himself, dancing with each of the 
elements in turn.  After the dance he made/did 
not make a friend.

	He then journeyed on, and ever after, 
each of the mindless elements was so attuned 
to him that none offered him harm.   
	Arkat noticed the path while scouting the approaches to Dragon Pass.  Dressed as 
Elovare he entered the path.  Unlike Elovare, 
he bound each of those he danced with in turn 
so that they would serve him against chaos.  
Strengthened, he returned to the mundane 
world.

1.	Introduction.

	Deep within the secret ways is a place 
that dances.  In it, everything is separated and 
dances a lazy and effortless pattern.

	To negotiate the pattern and join the 
dance one must be able to endure.  Since the 
pattern reveals true natures, it also calls forth 
truth and honesty is a virtue on this pattern.

	The pattern is reached by following the 
path taken by a cult hero who danced the 
pattern.  

	Generally the guardian or threshold is 
passed by being accepted by the dance.  This 
requires a dance roll and a performance roll on 
an instrument.  Only those with a trait in 
honest of 12+ will be able to enter.

	Next, one dances.  This requires 
another dance roll.  There are three initial 
dances, each a gray zone encounter.  Any 
action (combat, spell casting, etc.) also requires 
a dance roll to accomplish.  All creatures 
encountered begin the dance as neutral, with a 
lazy trait of 15+d4.  They will remain neutral if 
a dance roll is made and they are not innately 
hostile to the dancer.  If hostile, they will attack 
only if attacked or if they succeed in 
overcoming their lazy trait in a trait roll on 
2d10 (rather than d20).

	Then one endures.  This is done by 
making a successful endurance test.  A failure 
drops one from the dance to the mundane 
world.  A success results in an encounter with the familiar sought by the dance.

	When the familiar is found, an attempt 
may be made to ally with it.  The dancer must 
have the appropriate size summon elemental 
rune/divine magic spell (which is consumed at 
this point).  The dancer must also have two 
points of attribute power available to sacrifice 
per size increment (thus 2 for the small, 4 for 
the medium and 6 for the large). POW after the 
exchange must be 18 or greater.  Certain 
truestones can be used to hold attribute POW 
for such an exchange.  

	Allying the familiar takes a successful 
dance test, followed by an INT+CHA vs 
INT+POW test.  If successful, the dancer may 
sacrifice the POW, transfer the INT and APP 
(without need to check for the Familiar 
Creation Spells success), and then has a 
familiar that is both an elemental and an 
elemental animal.  All of the mundane 
challenges must also be overcome as the paths 
Shadows Dance are not safe "temple quest" 
sorts of ventures.  The summon elemental spell 
is consumed if the alliance succeeds.

	To keep the familiar requires a test 
against the honest trait.  If it succeeds, the 
familiar is permanently bound.  The quest ends 
by making a successful dance roll to leave the 
dance and the twisting.
	There may be additional encounters 
depending on the path used by the cult hero.  
Generally expect two or three gray zone 
encounters between leaving the dance and 
returning to the mundane world.

2.	Difficulty level//Degree of Risk.

	Moderately difficult.  A properly 
prepared quester who is in the bonus range will 
be rolling against traits and such with 2d10, 
3d6, 4d4, or 5d3 (instead of 1d20) and skills 
with d85%, d70%, d55%, or d40% (instead of d100%) (depending on the number of bonuses) 
and should succeed.  Such a quester will 
"merely" have to pay for a small familiar with 
a one point rune magic, two points of POW, 
one point of INT, and three points of APP (the 
dance leaves a distinctive marring which 
remains even if APP is regained).

	The dance is danced alone and the gray 
zone encounters are usually encountered alone 
unless knowledgeable teammates or allies 
await one.  Obviously a shaman's help at that 
point can be invaluable (the +/- 10% greatly 
aiding encounters).

3.	Rewards//Alterations.

	Enduring will improve by one point.  
One may also make a POW gain roll following 
the quest.  The familiars below are available to 
advanced sorcerer/initiates of both Elovare and 
Malkion Arkat who follow the Dance hero path 
as Arkat in Shadows Dance.  (In Shattered 
Norns it would be the Dance hero path in the 
Twisted Maze Pattern of the Mountains of the 
Spine.).

4.	Misc. Details.

Thresholds for the hero path:

	1.	Dance 75% or greater (bonus at 
95% or greater);

	2.	Play Instrument 75% or greater 
(bonus at 95% or greater);

	3.	Initiate Malkion/Arkat (bonus at 
advanced initiate);

	4.	Lay Member Elovare (bonus at 
initiate);

	5.	Create Familiar INT and APP 
(bonus for six or more create familiar spells);
	6.	Enduring 12+, Lazy 12+, 
Honest 12+ (bonus at 16+ for each).

Familiar descriptions:

Fire (Griffin)

	Eagle		Lion		Griffin
STR	2+2d4		24+2d6		28+3d6
CON	12+d6		12+d6		24+2d6
SIZ	3+d2		20+2d6		24+2d6
	2m3		6m3		12m3
INT	7		5		12
POW	18		18+2d6		36+2d6
DEX	6+2d6		6+2d6		18+2d6
APP	-*		-*		-*
(-*must be raised to at least 3); view 2/6 pt 
spirit magic; catseye 2/8 pt rune magic; 
fireblade 6/+4 pt rune magic


Air/Panther

	Cat		Breath Sprite	Panther
STR	6+2d6		16+2d6		24+4d6
CON	12+d6		12+d6		24+2d6
SIZ	8+d6		15+2d6		23+2d6
	2m3		6m3		12m3
INT	4		6		10
POW	12		24+2d6		36+2d6
DEX	5+2d6		12+2d6		24+2d6
APP	-*		-*		-*
(-*must be raised to at least 3); jump 2/6 pt 
spirit magic; windwalk 4/6 pt rune magic; 
disruption 6(glance)/+6 pt rune magic


Dark/Dragon
	Bat		Lizard		Dragon
STR	2d4		24+3d6		28+3d6
CON	8+d6		8+d6		16+2d6
SIZ	6+d2		20+2d6		28+2d6
	2m3		6m3		12m3
INT	8		6		14 POW	18		18+2d6		36+2d6
DEX	5+2d6		5+2d6		17+2d6
APP	-*		-*		-*
(-*must be raised to at least 3); hear 2/+6 pt 
spirit magic; darkwall 4/6 pt rune magic; 
shimmer 7/+6 pt rune magic


Earth/Shrike

	Gargoyle*	Wyrm		Shrike
STR	12+2d6		24+3d6		36+5d6
CON	12+2d6		12+2d6		24+4d6
SIZ	8+d6		16+2d6		24+3d6
	2m3		6m3		12m3
INT	2		8		10
POW	12		12+2d6		24+2d6
DEX	2+2d6		6+2d6		15+2d6
APP	-*		-*		-*
(*usually wingless); (-*must be raised to at 
least 3); stonefist 2/6 pt spirit magic; protection 
4/+6 pt rune magic; countermagic 7/+6 pt rune 
magic


Water/Leviathan

	Snake		Shark		Leviathan
STR	2+2d4		24+2d6		23+2d6
CON	8+d6		16+d6		20+2d6
SIZ	3+d2		16+2d6		32+2d6
	2m3		6m3		12m3
INT	9		4		13
POW	18		18+2d6		36+2d6
DEX	6+2d6		6+2d6		19+2d6
APP	-*		-*		-*
(-*must be raised to at least 3); countermagic 
2/6 pt spirit magic; shimmer 4/6 pt rune magic; 
protection 7/+6 pt rune magic

	(Being tied to the familiar results in the 
listed spell affects staying in constant force on 
the sorcerer.  E.g. the snake would provide 
countermagic 2.  In addition, the familiar has 
access to some spells and, sometimes, divine 
magic).


Details on animalistic elementals:


	Fire.  The Flame Eagle, other than 
different characteristics, is the same as a 
mundane eagle with +d3 to movement rate.  
The Fire Lion can also start fires with a glance.  
The Sun Griffin also has a cry (STR+POW vs. 
CON+POW test, if failed, victim suffers 3d6 
SR stun delay in any actions that follow the 
cry) it can use against any opponent the first 
round of combat (the cry is only used once per 
opponent per combat).  The cry takes place on 
SR 1 and has a range of 3m.  All do +½ 
damage to creatures of dark.


	Air.  The Cat looks similar to the 
standard shimmer cat, with lower POW.  A 
Breath Sprite looks like a cluster of bubbles (a 
hundred or a thousand miniature hellions all 
strung together, blowing on the wind).  It 
attacks STR vs. CON of those it melees with, 
choking them for its damage bonus straight to 
CON.  The Panther bites, claws, etc. the same 
as a mundane panther.  It also has a 3m3 breath weapon that smells of flowers and attacks 
POW+STR vs POW+CON.  For each success, 
worsen fatigue by one step.  All do +½ damage 
to creatures of water.


	Dark.  The Bat is like a mundane bat, 
except it is at -25% in bright light as are the 
Lizard and the Dragon.  The Lizard bites and 
tail lashes like a normal lizard.  It has +d2 to 
movement.  The Dragon is the same as a dream 
dragon of similar requisites.  The breath 
weapon is a stream of cold rather than acid.  In 
absolute darkness all the dark creatures pass 
barriers as if SIZ 0 (they may pass through 
most cracks, etc.).  All do +½ damage to 
creatures of earth.

 	Earth.  The Gargoyle is a small, stunted 
creature that looks like a wingless gargoyle.  
The Wyrm looks like a wyrm with the same 
characteristics.  The Shrike looks like a heavily 
scaled (AP 9) wingless wyvren.  Its tail has a 
deadly poison equal to CON+STR.  If it 
succeeds in a CON vs. CON attack, it does 
damage equal to the damage bonus for the 
number found from CON+STR direct to CON 
of the target at SR 1 of each round until a CON 
vs. CON attack fails.  All earth creatures heal 
1 point per melee round when standing on 
unworked earth or stone.  All do +½ damage to 
creatures of air.


	Water.  The Snake looks as if it was 2 
points of SIZ smaller than it actually is.  Its 
venom, if it succeeds in the vs. CON attack, 
reduces STR by d6 for CON melee rounds.  
The Shark is the same as a shark with the same 
characteristics, +d3+1 to movement.  The 
Leviathan is similar to a water wyrm, only it 
has heavier scales (+2 AP) and moves faster 
than a shark (+2d3 to movement).  It may also 
attack as an elemental and use its constriction 
attack at the same time. Other than the snake, all of these water creatures can move/live only 
in the water.  All do +½ damage to creatures of 
fire.


	On the other hand ... if this quest were 
run for a Harper (instead of a Malkoni) from 
the Holy Land Elovare Harper Lyceum ...

	The quest begins with an overland 
journey that starts at the Lyceum.  The harper 
must follow the secret landmarks known to 
mark Elovare's path.  

	The quester will remember landmarks 
= INT.  At each landmark he or she makes an 
Endurance trait test.  If the Endurance test is 
successful, roll against POW to determine if 
the mythic realm is reached.  (First time, roll 
POW*1, second, POW*2, third POW*3, etc.).

	When the spirit plane is entered, roll 
once on the Frontier, once on the Outer and 
once on the Inner Region encounter table.  This 
covers the journey to Shadows Dance.  The 
Harper may modify the encounter results by 
her Spirit Travel skill or his Magic Bonus, 
whichever is higher.  The encounters will all 
start as either neutral or friendly and Elovare 
resolved each by playing for those he 
encountered.

	The Twisting Maze where the elements 
dance will manifest as a rippling wall with 
openings that shift and move.  After a 
successful instrument skill use, the Harper will 
be able to enter with a successful dance roll. 

	In the dance the Harper then has five 
encounters, each with a large elemental.  Each 
encounter is a success if the Harper makes a 
successful dance roll and a successful honest 
check during the encounter.  If the Harper fails 
the dance roll or the honest check, but does not 
fumble, the encounter is neutral.  On a fumble, treat the encounter as one with an unbound 
elemental.  A double fumble/failure results in 
a hostile encounter.

	The Harper then leaves after making a 
successful lazy check.  (Each failure increases 
lazy by one.  At some point, a successful check 
will occur).  They may choose to have one 
spirit plane encounter (Region of choice).  The 
Harper will then find his or herself in Dragon 
Pass, near a population center.

	Harpers are allowed a skill 
improvement in each skill used (add their skill 
bonus for that skill to the skill), a POW gain 
roll and the Harmony Rune Ability of Dance 
with Elementals.  They may also make an 
attempt to ally or bind the spirit plane creature 
encountered on the optional encounter. Note 
that Bad Man aspects cannot be bound on this 
quest.

	Dance with Elementals allows a person 
to avoid an attack by an elemental by making 
a successful dance skill roll.  If the roll is made 
the elemental will not harm the dancer and will 
not attack them again.  On a special success, 
the elemental will do as the dancer bids (but 
will not attack its summoner).  On a critical 
success, the elemental will even attack its 
summoner for one round and then will 
discorporate.

	For other heroquestors the quest should 
reflect at least as great of differences as those 
between Arkat and Elovare.

	Note that the Elovare Quest Thresholds 
do not include #3 (Malkion cult membership) 
and have a bonus at initiate, double bonus at 
higher status levels.  

	Take the power of 10 of the significant 
(POW $ 18, or a skill $ 90) followers a person 
has and add that number * 3 to POW for all POW v. POW tests.  Subtract the number from 
the POW cost for making an alliance with an 
elemental animal or a spirit plane denizen.  
Large creatures may be allied or familiarized 
by this method. 




THE CULT 
OF ELOVARE HARPER


I.  Mythos and History

	A.	Before Time.

	Among those who studied under 
Harana Ilor was Elovare Harper.  Elovare 
manifested Harmony in performance arts.  He 
followed Dayzatar when he visited the 
Kingdom of Splendor and stayed there when 
Dayzatar moved on.  He was often seen in the 
company of a Phoenix Eagle.  

	When Yelm rose to be Emperor, 
Elovare traveled to Dragon Pass and the court 
of Umath.  When Orlanth became King, 
Elovare moved on to Ralios and then Prax 
where he associated with Tada the Golden for 
a time.

	During the Lesser Dark he comforted 
many.  When the Great Dark came he spent a 
time with Ginna Jar but moved on before that 
being met with the Lightbringers.

	After their quest began he followed 
after, recording the passage of the gods from a 
distance.  Finally, Elovare Harper overcame his 
unwillingness to act and joined in the acts that 
led to the great compromise.  Since then he has 
taken action in addition to recording the 
chronicles of others.  
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	B.	Since Time.

	Since time there have been two major 
divisions in how Performers have used the 
abilities taught them by the cult.  The first has 
chosen to harp for rulers.  The second has 
chosen to explore and adventure.

	C.	Life After Death.

	Elovare Harper is, among other things, 
a psychopomp who knows the ways of the 
dead.  Cult members are assured the chance to 
travel and to harp in distant venues, seeing the 
greatest sights after death.  Many cult heroes 
serve as performers in the courts of other gods.

	D.	Runic Associations.

	Elovare Harper is associated with the 
runes Harmony and Magic.  While he was also 
associated, at one time or another, with those 
close to the runes Storm (Air), Fire, Law and 
Truth, he does not have a claim on any of these 
runes or their associated gods.

II.  Nature of the Cult

	A.	Reason For Continued 
Existence. 
	The cult provides performers and 
musicians.  It provides an alternative to the 
written word for remembering the deeds of 
heroes, founders and the like and unifies 
communities through performing arts, allowing 
them to forget the mundane world for a season.

	B.	Social/Political Position and 
Power.

	The cult is a wide spread minor cult.  
Wherever Performers entertain others, the cult 
is strengthened.

	C.	Particular Likes and Dislikes.
	Bolongo and the forces of disorder, 
squalor and neglect are disliked by Elovare 
Performer.  Chalana Arroy is respected (cult 
members never cheat or steal from those tied to 
Chalana Arroy and always give fair value or 
more in any transaction).

III.	Organization

	A.	Inter-Cult Organization.

	Wandering performers pass information 
to each Lyceum (temple) or School (shrine) 
they visit.  Otherwise, each Lyceum (temple) is 
on its own with no central authority.

	B.	Intra-Temple Organization.

	Large Lyceums tend to be divided into 
Schools that specialize in a particular 
instrument or performance skill.  Smaller 
Lyceums and independent Schools tend to be 
less organized.  There are also wandering 
performers who will report to various Lyceums 
and Schools, but owe loyalty to none.  Each 
follows his or her own vocation.

	C.	Center of Power, Holy Places.

	The University of Enkloso has the 
largest Lyceum.  The Pyramid Lyceum in The 
Holy Country and the Agora Lyceum of Ralios 
are the oldest Lyceums and the two places 
Elovare last visited before ascending.  The 
Schools at Throne and Starfall (in Sartar) both 
boast traditions going back to the Great Dark.

	D.	Holy Days and High Holy Days.

	Wild day of each Harmony Week is a 
Holy Day of the Cult.  From Wilday to Wilday 
of the Sacred Time is the High Holy "Day" of 
the Cult when cultists celebrate the decision of 
Elovare Harpist to participate and act rather 
than observe and counsel.
IV.	Lay Membership

	A.	Requirements to Join.

	Lay Membership is obtained by 
listening to a Performer perform and donating 
a small fee. 
	B.	Requirements to Belong.

	Lay Members sacrifice a magic point 
on Holy Days and practice an instrument at 
least two hours a week.  In the alternative, Lay 
Members may join in supporting a Performer.

	C.	Mundane Benefits.

	Lay Members are able to train with 
Performers.

	D.	Skills.

	REDUCED COST:  Act, Any 
Instrument (Play), Chant, Dance, Orate, Sing.

	E.	Spirit Magic.

	Lay Members receive no special 
magics.

V.	Initiate Membership

	A.	Requirements for Initiation.

	Initiation requires one performance 
skill at 90% and a Charisma of at least 12.  To 
be initiated one must make a successful 
performance roll followed by a successful 
opposed Charisma (vs. Intelligence) roll on the 
examining Performer.  If one is studying with 
a Performer the opposed Charisma roll may be 
tried once a training session.

	To attempt Initiation one must be a lay 
member.

	B.	Requirements to Remain 
Initiated.

	Initiates must practice at least eight 
hours a week and must perform at least once a 
week.  They must also serve under a Performer 
at least one week a Month and pass on ten 
percent of all income to the Lyceum or School 
where their initiation is recorded.  For the first 
year, half of this is accounted for the Harpist 
who initiates them.

	C.	Mundane Benefits.

	All Initiates are recognized as masters 
of their performance skill and are entitled to 
wear a symbolic badge for that skill.  All Lay 
Benefits are available.

	D.	Skills.

	Initiates may learn the skill of General 
Knowledge, as per Lankhor Mhy, at the usual 
cost.  They may also train under Chalana Arroy 
at the Lay Member cost.

	REDUCED COST:  Fast Talk, 
Language, Lore, Sleight.

	Initiates may also train Dexterity and 
Charisma.

	E.	Spells.

	REDUCED COST:  Control, 
Coordination, Demoralize, Fanaticism, 
Glamour, Mobility, Shimmer.

	Initiates may learn the skill of 
Bargaining at the usual cost.

	INCREASED COST:  Disruption.

VI.	Performer Membership

A.	General Statement.

	What would be a Rune Priest or Rune 
Lord in another cult is a "Performer" in the 
Cult of Elovare Harper.

	Performers are the core of the Cult.  
Performing in groups or individually they 
spread harmony either by playing for kings and 
rulers (counseling concord) or by performing 
for the masses, spreading harmonics and 
melody.  They attempt synergy and 
transformation where appropriate to harmony.

	A Performer may chose adventure or 
the settled life and may switch between them 
often as did Elovare.

B.	Requirements for Acceptance.

	To be a Performer one must have 
Power of at least 18, a Charisma (APP+POW/2 
or just APP) of at least 16, one Instrument at 
90% and at least one other performance skill at 
90%.  A third skill (one of the reduced cost 
skills) must also be at 90%.

	The potential performer must have been 
in good standing with the cult for at least one 
year.  They must then convince the examiners 
at a Lyceum.  Convincing the examiners 
requires the following:

	'	CHA*5% roll.

	'	A performance or skill roll with 
each of the three required skills.

	'	One trait roll (trait*5%).  May 
be on Brave, Enduring, Loyal, Optimist, or 
Tolerant (Initiate's choice).

	Donations do not increase the chance of 
convincing the examiners.  Instead, for every 
500 lunars donated to the temple the Initiate may make a second attempt at passing any 
missed test with the examiners.  It is common 
to donate at least 2,000 lunars.

	One may attempt Performer status on 
Wilday of Harmony Week, but only twice a 
year and only twice at any one Lyceum.

C.	Restrictions.

	A Performer may not counsel disorder 
nor use (or keep) spells of disorder (e.g. 
disruption).  They are also obliged to aid other 
Elovare Performer cultists.

	A Performer must accommodate an 
apprentice or an Initiate at least one season a 
year and must act in concert with other 
members of the cult for at least one 
performance if called upon by cult members in 
the area.  The Performer may demand payment 
for such a performance.

D.	Benefits.

	Performers are able to access 
song/music magic, a special form of runic 
manipulation.  They may also gain any one 
point divine (rune) magic spells from other 
cults as if initiates or priests of other cults if 
allowed by the relevant hierarchy (Elovare 
provides no divine magic directly.  Performers 
are allowed to make arrangements with those 
cults open to such practices.).

	Allied Spirits are available and 
generally will have a lore skill at Int*4%.

	A Performer may recharge rune magic 
by playing an instrument one hour for every 
point recharged.  This procedure uses one 
magic point and one point of fatigue every 
hour.

E.	Rune Spell Compatibility.
	All except those tied to Disorder.  Note, 
the cult provides no direct access to Rune 
Spells but rather provides indirect access 
through performance magic.

F.	Special Rune Use:  PERFORMANCE 
MAGIC

	Performers do not sacrifice POW for 
specific spells.  Rather, they bind POW directly 
to the Harmony Rune and may then manipulate 
the Rune for Rune Magic effects. 
	To cast a divine magic spell, the 
following is done.

	First, the Performer must have learned 
a song (or similar performance pattern) that 
releases or channels the harmony rune in the 
form desired.  Such songs take up Free INT.  
(One point per song).

	Second, the Performer must make a 
successful performance roll using a 
performance skill.

	Third, the Performer must continue the 
performance (though without further rolls) for 
one melee round per point of divine magic 
effect.  Continuing the performance in this 
manner costs one point of fatigue a round.

	Fourth, the magic effect takes place at 
the end of the last melee round.

	This form of rune magic is slower to 
cast but more flexible than usual divine magic.

	For example:

Rashath, the Performer.

	Skills:  Harp 95%; Dance 95%; Act 
95%; Orate 90%; Sword 90%.

	Points of Power Sacrificed:  15
	Intelligence:  12

	He knows patterns for Dismiss Magic 
III (takes up 1 pt of Free INT), Spirit Block (1 
pt), Heal Wound (1 pt), Fear (1 pt) and Illusory 
Sound (1 pt).  He has 8 pts of Free Int left for 
Spirit Magic or Sorcery.

	He is in a place where he needs to 
counter a 3 pt divine magic spell.

	He starts his action by making a 
successful roll on the performance skill harp in 
the first melee round.  He then plays for two 
more melee rounds (for a total of three).  Three 
points are marked off those sacrificed/bound to 
the Harmony Rune as no longer currently 
available.  At the end of the last melee round 
the spell takes effect.

	Those three of his sacrificed points of 
power will be unusable until attuned again  at 
a temple or shrine or by performing for an hour 
each point.  His flexibility would allow him to 
cast Dismiss Magic a total of five times (until 
his 15 points of sacrificed power ran out) but 
would not allow him to cast the spell without 
the three melee round delay.

VI.	Subservient Cults

	None.  Various local heroes may be 
associated with the cult.

	A spirit of reprisal or retribution is 
unnecessary.  Any Performer whose 
discordance causes him or her to leave the cult 
is severed from the necessary connection with 
the Harmony rune and cannot use song magic.

	In addition, in the face of such 
discordance the initiate or rune level loses their 
inner harmony and all performance skills are 
halved.

VII.	Associated or Allied Cults

	Elovare Harper is friendly to all cults 
not linked to Disorder.  Chief Performers 
(~Head Priests) will allow any Performer or 
Initiate to join a friendly cult.

IX.	Miscellaneous

	High Priests of Elovare Harper are 
occasionally Illuminated and, if so, may know 
several riddles.

